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Saving face: young
lawyers on Facebook
FACEBOOK WILL CONTINUE TO EVOLVE AND SHAPE THE WAY WE INTERACT 
WITH FAMILY, FRIENDS AND BUSINESS ASSOCIATES. MANY OF THE CHANGES 
TO COME WILL REQUIRE US TO THINK ABOUT WHAT WE CONSIDER PRIVATE 
AND WHAT IMAGE OF OURSELVES WE WISH TO PORTRAY TO THE WORLD.
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acebook is now a common form 
of online social interaction 
among friends. Many lawyers 

are establishing a presence on 
= Facebook for this purpose. Yet before 

you even visit the question of who 
should be included in your Friend 

= List, the information that people can 
gain about you, even though you are 
not friends, and the rights Facebook 
obtains in relation to your content 

= for the period that you are a member, 
deserve some thought.

There are key tools including Privacy 
Settings that you can use to make 
the most of Facebook in both a 
social capacity and as part of your 
professional identity.

The photo taken of you last weekend 
while holding three different alcoholic 
beverages (but only “pretending” to 
be drinking them all) seemed like a 
cool pose at the time. And actually, for 
a change, you look quite good in the 
shot. Yet it is probably not the 
best photograph to choose as your 

= Profile Photo.1
If a prospective employer or client 
decides to search your name using 

E Google, reference to your Facebook 
profile is likely to appear. They 

5 may think twice about whether you 
are an appropriate fit with their 
organisation.

When you get a Friend Request from 
your supervisor you may feel a sense 
of alarm. To accept or ignore, that is 
the question.

You have good rapport with your 
boss, but are troubled about some 
of the content that would suddenly 
be accessible about you. Your status 
update2 which shows the time of your 
post as 10.26am on Tuesday does not 
mean a great deal, except of course 
that you are likely to have posted the 
update while at work. Similarly, your 
status on Wednesday that you “need 
a career change. NOW!” was simply 
your way of releasing the pressure of 
a hard day at work. Your boss may not 
see it quite the same way.

So should you ignore the request? 
Feign irregular use of the site? Aside 
from the offence this may cause, 
you could be missing out on a good 
networking or marketing opportunity, 
provided you understand the ways 
you can control your privacy.

There are professional benefits to 
having a Facebook presence. You 
have opportunities to learn about 
things that you have in common with 
colleagues. Good relationships at work 
are one of the satisfying aspects of the 
profession.

FOUR PRIVACY TIPS
Block List: Is there someone who you would prefer had no idea that you were on Facebook 
at all? If so, add them to your Block List.6 While this only works when the user is logged in to 
their account, it also helps if you have mutual friends. Your activity on the mutual friend’s 
page will also be invisible to the blocked individual.

Hide your profile: You don’t want your profile to be searchable by anyone. You can control 
whether your search result is accessible by amending your setting for “Public search results”.7 
If you want friends, you will need to seek them out and add them yourself as no one will be 
able to find you.

Preview: Not sure if you’ve set up your privacy settings correctly? Facebook allows you to 
click on “Preview My Profile” so you can preview your profile through the eyes of anyone on 
your friend list.
Tagging photos: You have been “tagged”8 in an appalling photo. Fortunately you can remove 
the tag, so it does not form a link with your profile page. However, just because you appear in 
a photo does not mean you can control where it is otherwise viewed on Facebook. The privacy 
settings attached to the photo are ultimately controlled by the person who has uploaded it.

There are also opportunities to stay 
updated in your chosen field. As an IP 
lawyer, I have a keen interest in any 
progress concerning copyright law. By 
being a “fan” of the Creative Commons 
Australia Facebook page, I remain 
helpfully informed by the active page.3

Managing your 
settings '
Changes in December 2009 to Facebook 
Privacy Settings gave users greater 
control than ever to determine who 
can access each item of content that is 
uploaded.
The catch? This change created 
new default settings for Facebook 
users who did not already have 
customised settings established. This 
was highlighted when the profile of 
Facebook’s founder, Mark Zuckerberg, 
suddenly granted access to anyone to 
view previously hidden photographs.4 
Note to self: do not upload photos 
showing you hugging your favourite toy. 

However, you now have the benefit of 
determining who has access to every 
photo album you create, every status 
you post and any action you take on 
Facebook. Maintaining your privacy is 
potentially time consuming, true. With 
a little thought, you can easily shape 
what people can see of you by creating 
lists within Facebook and selecting 
Privacy Settings that determine what 
members of each list can see.
I have a “Work List”. Whenever I add a 
colleague, I flag that they belong to this 
group. The friend cannot see that I have 
attached them to a group. This enables 
me to set customised rules, such as 
removing my status updates from view, 
and hiding personal photo albums. I do 
not need to individually exclude every 
person in that list for each post.

Privacy and Facebook 
terms of use
You have added 200 of your closest friends to 
Facebook, and you grant access to your recent holiday 
photos to them. You assume that you have chosen to 
share these photos in a private forum, through your 
use of Facebook’s Privacy Settings.
Irrespective of the privacy settings you select, your 
content is subject to Facebook’s terms of use contained 
in the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities.5 
Were you aware that you were granting Facebook “a 
non-exclusive, transferable, sub-licensable, royalty- 
free, worldwide licence to use any IP content that 
you post on or in connection with Facebook” where 
use includes Facebook’s right to “use, copy, publicly 
perform or display, distribute, modify, translate, and 
create derivative works of’ any IP content posted by 
its users”?
If the thought of Facebook leaves you feeling exposed, 
Facebook may not be the place for you. Zuckerberg 
himself states on his profile, “I’m trying to make the 
world a more open place”.

Facebook will continue to evolve and shape the 
way we interact with family, friends and business 
associates. Many of the changes to come will require 
us to think about what we consider private and what 
image of ourselves we wish to portray to the world.

Time to update my status. •

GEORGETTE APOSTOLOPOULOS, YLS Editorial Committee
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1. A Facebook profile is a user's page that displays the user's personal Information, 
and captures interaction with the user's friends. Whether a friend can see this 
information will be subject to the user's Privacy Settings. A Profile Photo is
the photo a user elects as the image that people can see when they click on 
the user's page. It is generally visible to both members and non-members of 
Facebook by conducting a search engine query of the person's name.
2. A status update is generally used by Facebook users to update friends 
(subject to Privacy Settings) on what the user is doing or thinking.
3. www.facebook.com/pages/Creative-Commons-Australia/ 
156966310916?ref=sgm.
4. Asher Moses, The Age "Privacy overhaul catches Facebook boss”
www.theage.com.au/digital-life/digital-life-news/privacy-overhaul- 
catches-facebook-boss-20091214-kra6.html at 14 December 2009.
5. As at 28 January 2010, the Statement of Rights and Responsibilities can be 
found at www.facebook.com/terms.php?ref=pf.
6. Go to Account > Privacy Settings > Block List (current at 8 February 2010).
7. Go to Account > Privacy Settings > Search (current at 8 February 2010).
8. A user is "tagged” in a photo when the user or a friend marks the photo with 
metadata that identifies the image containing the user.
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